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What we’ll cover today
vWhat is AREDN and what problem does it try to solve?
vHistory of the project and current status
vSome FCC Part 97 considerations
vAREDN core technology
vAREDN network structure
vGetting on the AREDN network



Notes

vThis presentation is only an intro to AREDN
vAREDN is widely deployed and extensively developed
vIf you are interested in going deeper, the AREDN mesh website 

and doc pages are your next step
§ http://arednmesh.org

vIt’s pretty easy to get started, and I encourage you to do so!



What is AREDN and what problem 
does it try to solve?



An evolution of expectations
vThe internet shifted society from analog voice to data 

comm
§ Social media, group chat, email, image sharing, video 

conferencing, webcams, websites, databases, wikis, GPS-based 
tracking and mapping

vIn an emergency, society will expect data comm continuity
§ Or at least replacement services that are comparable

vThis compels hams to re-think how we provide comm 
when all else fails

vSee “A Survivable Social Network”

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6699009



Consider a major earthquake here
vMost cell sites are not prepared to survive > 12 hours
vLifeline services (electricity, gas, internet, ...) will be 

disrupted
vThe scope of damage will overwhelm ham analog voice

§ Thousands of people in need in every city
§ City-level EOC/DOC hams and packet radio can process ~1 message 

a minute
§ Aggregation and tracking at county level will be worse

vExpectations of message volume, accuracy, multi-media 
content won’t be met

vSee “HayWired Scenario”
https://www.usgs.gov/programs/science-application-for-risk-reduction/science/haywired-scenario



Resilient 100% data-based ham-comm

vEnable hams to communicate via data, accurately and swiftly
§ e.g., to serve community and public service agencies

vCapture point-of-emergency details (text, photos)
vShare situational awareness information
vHam-organized WiFi hotspots to collect and upload
vBut upload how? and to where?



AREDN’s contribution: high speed mesh
vBuilt by and for hams
vBuilt on widely available hardware
v100% TCP/IP – existing SW packages that rely on IP-based 

comm can be used without change
§ workgroup text chat, social media work-alikes, image/video repositories, websites, 

wikis, and even IP-based voice comm

vDynamic route discovery so nodes can come and go
vCan be ad hoc (e.g., for a special event) or permanent (e.g., for 

supporting agencies and community disaster preparedness)



History of the AREDN project and 
current status



AREDN

vA team of hams undertook the 
task of extendeding the 
Broadband Hamnet (BBHN).  This 
became AREDN and was 
announced in 2015

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fkl5Nbnz24Y



Current AREDN map



Some FCC Part 97 considerations



Operating Parameters
vWe operate under Part 97 and, as such, can do things that Part 15 WiFi 

devices can’t
§ Running at higher power
§ Running in channels that are not authorized for Part 15 but are for Part 97

vBUT we also can’t do things that some Part 15 devices can



Band plan



Encryption
vI am not a lawyer
v97.113(a)(4) bars

§ “... messages in codes or ciphers intended to obscure the meaning thereof, except as 
otherwise provided herein..."

vhttps:// ssh: use encryption
§ On the mesh, http:// and telnet: are the safe alternatives
§ Many open source packages we use on the mesh allow for http://

vOpinion “Data Encryption is Legal”
§ https://www.n5dux.com/ham/files/pdf/Data%20Encryption%20is%20Legal.pdf

vFCC RM-11699
§ https://hamwan.org/Administrative/HamWAN%20Response%20to%20FCC%20RM-

11699/RM-11699%2009-17-
2013%20Wireless%20Telecommunications%20Bureau%207520944376.pdf

https://www.n5dux.com/ham/files/pdf/Data%20Encryption%20is%20Legal.pdf
https://hamwan.org/Administrative/HamWAN%20Response%20to%20FCC%20RM-11699/RM-11699%2009-17-2013%20Wireless%20Telecommunications%20Bureau%207520944376.pdf


Encryption, continued
vBut on-mesh is not the whole story
vConsider this scenario:

§ A large earthquake has struck the Peninsula.  Cellular and internet are out.  There is 
a need by a public service agency to access resources on the public internet, but the 
internet outage prevents them.  They turn to a local AREDN-enabled ham for help.  
This ham is aware of a node on the mesh that has gotten permission to use Starlink
for its WAN port to support recovery efforts. 

§ OK or not OK?
vHams have experimented with proxies so that the on-AREDN traffic is not 

encrypted



AREDN core technology



An AREDN node, simplified
vCOTS hardware
vReflashed with AREDN firmware
vAir interface: AREDN mesh
vWired interface:

§ LAN: local servers and clients, each with a 
mesh address

§ WAN: optional uplink to the public internet
§ Node-to-node: if you have more than one 

node at your site, they interconnect via the 
wired interface

§ Tunnel via WAN: connection to another 
AREDN node over the public internet

COTS hardware
(many alternatives)

running AREDN
firmware

mesh radio 
interface

LAN

WAN

node-to-node



Many variants of COTS hardware

https://www.arednmesh.org
/content/supported-
platform-matrix

MikroTik 5 GHz 
node with 

integrated dish 
antenna ~$110

Ubiquiti Rocket 
(external antennas 

needed ~$90)

Ubiquiti 
NanoStation

(internal antenna)
~$80



Guts ‘n’ Oily Goo
vThe AREDN air interface uses Optimized Link-State Routing protocol 

(OLSR)
vFlooding the network indiscriminately to figure out routing would be 

bandwidth-wasteful
vA more limited form of flooding is done instead



Guts ‘n’ Oily Goo
vEach node periodically transmits a “Hello” message with its ID
vNodes listen for Hello messages and build a table of 1-hop neighbors
vThese tables are then transmitted
vNodes listen for these 1-hop tables and use them to build 2-hop 

neighbor tables
vThe 2-hop tables can be simplified in most cases because of 

redundancies
vA second layer of hierarchy discovers the overall topology
vIn the end, each node knows the next hop for every destination



AREDN network structure



Network
structure



Palo Alto Fire Station 8 AREDN site
Great LoS for the 
City of Palo Alto and 
others as well as 
East Bay

Capabilities of both 
a backbone node 
(~150 Mbps) and a 
mid-mile node

Mains, battery and 
solar power



Services

vAREDN provides basic network services (including name 
resolution, routing, and data transport)

vThis by itself does not help in emergencies until it is paired 
with network-based services
§ Mattermost – Slack workalike
§ Apache (and other) web servers
§ DocuWiki
§ FreePBX (VoIP server)



Server-in-a-box

vMany services can be provisioned using 
a small, low-power fanless computer like 
an Intel NUC

vEasy to pair with a COTS UPS to provide 
continuity of services

vProxmox is a virtualizer that enables 
many services to run in their own virtual 
machine



Mattermost – chat server



FreePBX – VoIP server



Proxmox virtualizer



Getting on the AREDN network



Participating in AREDN

vBuilt by and for hams
§ Operates under Part 97
§ Not for use by non-hams

vAn emergency data network
§ Not a replacement for your commercial home ISP
§ BUT... within your local ham community, should be used regularly

vBuild your own local network and/or join a larger AREDN mesh



Joining the Bay Area Mesh

vFind a node to which you have line-of-sight (LoS)
vRule of thumb: “15 miles or one tree”
vCheck the propagation along the path
vPick hardware that suits your path and situation
vReflash and go through setup steps
vMount and aim antenna



Find a nearby node or two
v Start with the AREDN mesh map

§ http://usercontent.arednmesh.org/K/5/K5DLQ/livemap2.html#12/37.3755/-122.1377

v High-ground stations (e.g., Palo Alto Fire Station 8; Black Mtn) may be your best choice

http://usercontent.arednmesh.org/K/5/K5DLQ/livemap2.html


Check propagation
vUbiquiti online tool:  https://ispdesign.ui.com/#
vTinker with antenna gain, height and other parameters
vAccounts for Fresnel zone effects but not vegetation

Distant LoS 
nodes may be 

better than 
nearby non-LoS 

nodes



Pick your hardware

vLoS is almost always the most important consideration
vIf you are in range of multiple nodes, AREDN will automatically 

pick the best path... but this usually means an omnidirectional 
antenna

vThe Ubiquiti path planner will let you explore the need for 
directionality / greater gain



Reflash and set parameters
vRead and follow the 

installation instructions for 
your chosen hardware

vOnce flashed and booted, 
use the GUI to set up your 
node

vThe channel of your node 
must match the channel of 
the node(s) to which you 
want to connect!

https://arednmesh.readthedocs.io/en/latest/arednGettingStarted/installing_firmware.html

https://arednmesh.readthedocs.io/en/latest/arednGettingStarted/installing_firmware.html


Mount and aim your antenna
vThere’s good documentation on 

this.  Read it carefully.
vThe firmware has a built-in 

function that lets you tweak the 
aim by providing audible 
feedback on signal strength.

vIf you are using a dish-type 
antenna in particular, pay
attention to wind loading and 
providing suitable mechanical 
support.

vCongratulations! You are now on 
the mesh.

https://arednmesh.readthedocs.io/en/latest/arednHow-toGuides/dish-aiming.html

https://arednmesh.readthedocs.io/en/latest/arednHow-toGuides/dish-aiming.html


Summary
vAREDN is a data-oriented mesh network for EmComm
vContinuous development since 2015
vSubject to Part 97 R&R
vBuilt on COTS hardware with replacement firmware
vThre-tier network structure
vEasy and inexpensive to get started


